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DAVID DARE PARKER

n Senen, one of
Jakarta’s poorest areas
Here people live in
illegally erected shacks
precariously near
fast-moving trains

“I wanted to see the world.
I wanted to see the world
with a camera…”

photographer profile

PROFILE
Name: David Dare Parker
Age: 53
Town: Perth
Favourite photography:
Photojournalism

Dream kit: Nikon D3s; 24-70mm
2.8; 35mm & 85mm f1.4 primes
Job: Photojournalist, anywhere in
Asia or the Middle East
Website: daviddareparker.com

The
ThingS
I’ve
seen
Photojournalist David Dare
Parker has a string of awards and
has been published by some of
the most respected magazines in
the world. His travels have taken
him to some serious hot spots to
record sometimes confronting
images. He recently spoke with
Grenville Turner.
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n Roma kids
with cigarette

n Jakarta’s
Istiqlal Mosque

friends, and even then you’re not really
talking about it. You’ll say it’s rough but
you’ll joke about something completely
different. We develop a dark humour,
as a survival mechanism.

A different direction
Stephen Dupont, Michael Amendolia,
Jack Picone and I started Reportage in
1999. It came about after a meeting held

IMAGES
Roma
kids with
cigarette

» Young children in
Valcau, Transylvania,
Romania, August 1996
Jakarta’s
Istiqlal
Mosque

» Built by Sukarno in
the 1960s, up to 10,000
worshippers can
worship at Istiqlal
The burning
of Dili,
East Timor

» Departing Indonesian
forces and local militia
burn Dili, East Timor,
September 1999

I

was born in Dromana,
a beachside suburb on
Victoria’s Mornington Peninsula.
I was the kid lying on the beach
reading skiing magazines; always
dreaming I was somewhere else.
At 15 I started my working life as
a musician, a guitarist. Along the way
I developed an interest in photography,
picking up a Nikon. Then I read every
book and magazine about photography
I could get my hands on. I was drawn
to photojournalism by the likes of
Don McCullin, Robert Capa and
the Magnum Photo Agency. They
became heroes. I then decided I
also wanted to be a photojournalist.
I wanted to see the world. I wanted
to see the world with a camera.
I started backpacking and taking
pictures. Coming back and showing
my work to various London-based
picture editors, I had my first pictures
published in a UK travel magazine.
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Just little things, nothing memorable,
but it was the start.
Being a photojournalist has its
challenges. It’s not an easy way to
make a living. As a photojournalist,
you’re not around a lot, so it’s very
difficult to keep clients. You don’t
get the bread-and-butter stuff that
everybody else gets, because you’re
away. If they ring, and you’re not
there, they’ll just use someone else.
Inspired by Magnum photographers,
who supplemented their incomes by
working in the film industry, I started
working as a stills photographer on
film sets. After working on a film for
a month or two, I would then have
the finances necessary to head off
and work on a story.

Stress versus conflict
The Tsunami in Aceh, Indonesia, was
the most stressful story I had covered.
No rights or wrongs; an act of nature –

to discuss the future of documentary
photography at a gallery in Sydney. Our
idea of documentary photography was a
little different than theirs, so we decided
to get together and create a vehicle
that would best both documentary
photography and photojournalism.
Inspired by the projections we’d seen
at the French photojournalism festival,
Visa pour l’Image, we got in touch

“I was drawn by the
likes of Don McCullin
and Robert Capa.
They became heroes”

PRO TIP
Raw and gritty
I shoot RAW – I want to get the best
out of my files – and I often shoot
with black and white in mind. But
I don’t have a problem converting
a colour file to a black and white if
that’s the way I saw it when I shot it.

one horror show after another. When
covering conflict, at the very least you
feel like you can make a difference,
inform and have some influence on
public opinion. With a natural disaster,
all you can do is provide some sort
of historical record of the event itself.
Often, if you talk to people who
haven’t been initiated in this sort of
thing, their eyes roll – so you tend not
to discuss it that much. The only time it
does come out is when you’re with your

n The burning
of Dili, East Timor
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There are still a few groups who
believe in investing in the integrity
of the photographer, and I think that’s
great – when you’re one of the people
that they are investing in. But with
communications as they are,
photographers are now able to take
personal control over how they build
profile and communicate with others.
It’s much easier now to have direct
contact with picture editors and
magazines and move images around.

Technology
changes everything
n Lili, Surabaya

“Getting your stuff on gallery
walls is nice, but it doesn’t
fully serve the purpose of
why we’re really doing it”

IMAGES
Lili, Surabaya

» Lili, a 24-year-old
prostitute in Surabaya,
sells herself for
the equivalent of
one US dollar
Tattoo
Festival,
Wat Bang
Phra temple

» A man adorned by
Thai monks with a
tiger tattoo becomes
possessed by the
spirit of the animal
Crows
take flight

» Thousands of crows

take flight as gypsy
children scavenge on
the rubbish dump at
the Roma community of
Pata-Rât, Transylvania,
Romania

In the past I carried three camera
bodies, dedicated to whatever film
would get the job done, usually Tri-X.
I also shot a lot of the arts and theatre
photography – as well as film sets –
just to survive. Often having to push
film one or two stops, somebody’s
head could end up looking like three
lumps of grain. When the Nikon D3
turned up, and then the D3s giving
a stop or two better again, I realised
straight away that I’d shot my last roll
of film. It’s extraordinary what you can
do with one camera body now. I quite
enjoyed the darkroom process, loved

n Crows take
flight, Romania

with friends and colleagues, offering
them another way to showcase their
work. Projections suited the genre;
it’s such a great way to see pictures,
especially when the images are
displayed with music.
Over the years I’ve been involved
with a number of photo agencies.
Auscape, Wildlight, the Paris based
l’Agence VU, Network Photographers,
who’d set up an office in Sydney,
and, in recent times, OnAsia images
in Bangkok, and °SOUTH in Australia.
The real benefit of belonging to an
agency is the relationships you form
with other photographers, sharing
ideas and experiences. Even so, in
some ways boutique photo agencies
are becoming less relevant now.

my B+W Tri-X, but no longer miss it.
With these new technologies, I can shoot
in any kind of light.

In the field

PRO TIP
Use your tools
Take advantage of programmes like Nik
software’s Silver Efex Pro 2, which help you
produce great images without spending
too many hours in front of a computer.
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n Tattoo Festival,
Wat Bang Phra Temple

I shoot RAW. I want to get the best out
of my files. I often shoot with black and
white in mind, and I’ve got a few little
things that I do to process as good a
quality black and white as I can, including
using Nik software – Silver Efex Pro 2 –
which I love. I’m not sure what it does, but
it helps to give me a beautiful, full-tone
black and white image without having to
spend too many hours in front of a screen.
I don’t believe that you should
alter reality at all but I think there is
a longstanding tradition of black and
white historically. I’m still a part of that
tradition and I don’t have a problem
converting that colour file to a black and
white if that’s the way I saw it when I shot it.
You shouldn’t be altering the truth.
You can change the point of view and
crop, or a choice of lens will do that, but
if you start removing something or even
altering contrast too much, it’s not good.

WHAT YOU’LL Need
Camera

R As a Nikon Ambassador, David
swears by his trusty Nikon D3s:
“It’s extraordinary,” he says. “My
workhorse. Beautiful, natural
colours and incredible, usable
files, no matter what the light.”

Lenses

R David uses a number of
lenses, including a 24-70mm
f2.8; 24mm f1.4; 50mm f1.4;
70-200mm f2.8; and a
14-24mm Nikkor f2.8.

If you are a photojournalist, it has to
be about at least your idea of what the
truth is when it happens in front of you.

The camaraderie
and friendships
of photojournalists
There’s a good circle of friends. Most
of them work around Asia. Every now
and again you’ll catch up in Bangkok.
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n Toy guns,
Indonesia

Working out of Perth can feel as
though it’s the most isolated city on
the planet outside of Helsinki, I guess.
I spent a lot of time working on the
new Underbelly Razor, which saw me
in Sydney a great deal.

The integrity, responsibility
and concepts of being a
photojournalist
The first responsibility is to the people
whose stories we are trying to tell, and to
get the work seen by as many people as
humanly possible. It’s great if you get
books published, and getting your stuff on
gallery walls is a nice pat on the back, but
it doesn’t fully serve the purpose of why
we’re really doing it.

Confronting the issues
I don’t think I’ve ever made a difference
as an individual, but it’s not for lack of
trying – it becomes part of what you do and
you have to continue to make the effort. I’m
happy to be part of a whole. It’s all a little
bit cloudy at the moment. I’d love to see
some real integrity get in, where people
demand to see quality journalism.
Subeditors are getting sacked and
photographers are being made redundant.
We can’t afford to lose our talented people
– people who’ve done the hard yards and
got the experience and are credible.

“The first responsibility is to the people whose
stories we are trying to tell”

n East Timor
mourners
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They get a few people together and you
go out for a meal, then have a few drinks
back at someone’s house. I enjoy that; it’s
pretty low-key. Bangkok seems to be a
good place for that and I’ve been going
back there quite a lot over the past few
years – it’s like a semi-permanent base.
Last year I spent a fair bit of time out
of the country. I can’t let my little boy
miss out because I’m spending money, so
I’ve got to be cautious. There isn’t a huge
return on the stories that I’ve been doing.
It’s very difficult to get things
published, especially here in Australia.
We’ve lost our major magazines – the
Bulletin is gone, there’s no Time Australia
anymore. I had a good relationship
with the editor and art director of Time.
Good assignments every year. They’d
be waiting for your pictures and they’d
give you a guarantee, and that just
doesn’t happen anymore.

David’s secrets
Insights from an extremely welltravelled photojournalist.
Stick to the truth
“You can change the point of
view and crop… but if you start removing
something or even altering contrast too
much, it’s not good.”
control your image
“Photographers are now able
to take personal control over how they
build profile.” Websites and social media
are key tools to exposure and recognition.
Talk to other shooters
“The real benefit of belonging
to an agency is the relationships you
form with other photographers, sharing
ideas and experiences,” says David.
That connection is what helps you
learn and better your craft.
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03

n Making ready

For more of Davids’ work, visit
daviddareparker.com

IMAGES
toy guns

» Children are given toy
guns as gifts, symbolic of
the gun culture born out
of a decades-old conflict
between GAM and the
Indonesian military
East timor
mourners

» Aitarak militia
members mourn
the death of Placidio
Ximenes in Dili, 1999
Making ready

» Independence
supporters prepare for
an expected pro-Jakarta
militia attack, Dili, 1999
Festival’s end

» Celebrating the end
of Idul Fitri at the Grand
Mosque, Banda Aceh,
Indonesia

n Festival’s end
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